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Abstract
The next generation of wireless networks, 5G, and beyond will bring more complexities and configuration issues to
set the new wireless networks, besides requirements for important and new services. These new generations of
wireless networks, to be implemented, are in extreme dependence on the adoption of artificial intelligence
techniques. The integration of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) in wireless communication networks has opened
several possibilities with increased flexibility and performance. Besides, they are considered as one of the most
promising technologies to be used in the new wireless networks. Thus, UAVs are expected to be one of the most
important applications to provide a new way of connectivity to the 5G network, and it is expected to grow from
being a 19.3 billion USD industry in 2019 to 45.8 billion USD by 2025. In this paper, we provide a proposal of
handover management on aerial 5G network utilizing the fuzzy system. The simulations performed prove the
benefits of our proposal by QoS/QoE (quality of service/quality of experience) metrics.
Keywords: UAV, FANET, drone, fifth generation, fuzzy system, handover

1. INTRODUCTION
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are considered as an interesting technology recently, mainly because of
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their deployment advantages and mobility[1]. There are two types of UAVs: fixed-wing and multi-rotor. The
first is better applied to military applications, while the second is applied to provide wireless coverage to
ground users. Moreover, UAVs are being applied in the following areas: efficient crop monitoring, delivery
of goods, intelligent monitoring of places for security, carrying out surveys of various locations, developing
a real-time map, coverage in telecommunications areas, and so on[2]. In addition, UAVs can support many
Internet of Things (IoT) applications by providing real-time, accurate sensing/monitoring data[2].
UAVs as aerial base stations will be an essential module for future wireless technologies, as they can support
high data rate transmission for users located in disaster situations (e.g., after earthquakes, terrorist attacks,
and so on) and when there is no typical cellular infrastructure.
Cellular networks are considered to be an alternative for drone communications because most commercial
UAV systems employ IEEE 802.11 WLAN technology for sensor data, commands, and control, which
operates in the unlicensed spectrum raising issues such as reliability and security[3]. Moreover, cellular
networks with UAV-mounted base stations can enhance cellular networks, offering services where the
traditional networks do not due to, e.g., costs. Besides all the applications cited above, UAVs as aerial base
stations could be promptly dispatched, cheaply maintained, and easily maneuvered. UAVs can be used as
end devices through cellular networks too[4]. Thus, UAVs could benefit the current network infrastructure,
in terms of coverage, reliability, and security. There are also some ongoing standardization activities
(security monitoring, rescue services, etc.) with UAVs[4].
Some challenges to using UAVs as a main part of future mobile communications networks, serving as
mobile users or mobile base stations, are interference, special mobility, and handover management. Unlike
terrestrial networks, UAVs are mobile devices that move in a three-dimensional (3D) environment, which
further complicates mobility issues[5] as moving to a new location would disconnect the current users.
Despite these problems, UAVs are becoming important for aerial communication[6,7]. Although UAVs offer
numerous benefits for future wireless communication networks, their handover is a concern that must be
studied deeply[5].
The future generation wireless networks will be extremely dense and heterogeneous (with different
technologies), likely equipped with moving and flying BSs (base stations). This makes the existing network
planning techniques, which are mainly static and designed based on expensive field tests, not suitable for the
future wireless networks. The utilization of artificial intelligence (AI) techniques for network planning has
recently received interest in the research community. UAVs as aerial base stations for cellular networks are
commonly used to support wireless coverage. However, an intelligent handover method must be proposed
for UAV networks for when handover is triggered for a device moving to different UAVs.
One of the key premises in this development is the integration of AI into mobile communication networks.
In this context, AI and machine learning techniques are expected to provide solutions for the various
problems that have already been identified when UAVs are used for communication purposes such as
channel modeling, resource management, positioning, interference from the terrestrial node, and handover.
This paper is structured as follows. Flying ad hoc network (FANET) concepts are discussed in Section 2.
Section 3 outlines the FANET challenges and perspectives. The related works are presented in Section 4.
Section 5 describes the proposed handover management by the fuzzy system in detail and the results
obtained from the simulation. Section 6 summarizes the conclusion and makes suggestions for future work.
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2. FLYING AD HOC NETWORK
Ad hoc networks, referred to by the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) as MANET (mobile ad hoc
networks), have as their main characteristic the fact that they do not have infrastructure. As a result, all their
functions must be performed by the devices. Thus, the devices that make up an ad hoc network must be
able to communicate with each other acting as routers[1].
Ad hoc networks are often used in scenarios where there is a need to quickly set up a network, usually
where there is no proper infrastructure. The devices can move arbitrarily, unpredictably modifying the
network topology, which requires a permanent adaptation and reconfiguration of routes so that the devices
can still communicate with each other.
In the new context of fifth-generation networks (5G), a derivation of the ad hoc networks called FANET has
emerged. FANETs are ad hoc networks composed of remotely controlled flying devices (UAVs) that
communicate with each other[2]. Due to the flexibility, versatility, and even easy operation of FANETs, they
are used for both military and civil applications, for example plantation control in agriculture, forest
clearing, and city security (see Figure 1).
In recent years, because of technological advances in areas such as robotics, telecommunications, and
computer networks, UAVs have emerged as alternatives in civil and military areas, providing several
applications. Thus, UAVs are intended to improve or create a network infrastructure in places that are
difficult to access, such as natural disaster areas or enemy territories. With this, FANET appears as an
acceptable solution in this new context, allowing the collection of information in a flexible, fast, and reliable
way.
One of the goals of FANETs is to create a cooperative network, using multiple UAVs to cover an area that
cannot be covered by a single UAV. Thus, it is possible to create an aerial mesh network in which its devices
(drones) communicate and transmit information with each other. Therefore, it is necessary to have reliable
and stable communication between devices to maintain good levels of quality of service/quality of
experience (QoS/QoE).
In FANETs, the mobility index is much higher than a traditional ad hoc network, leading to frequent
topology changes. This is the reason FANETs must be self-configuring and self-organizing. Such a network
must be prepared for sudden changes in its topology, organization, and even communication.
The mobility of UAVs and their spatial location are also very important for determining communication
routes. With the motion, these routes are usually remade to continue with the interconnection of the UAVs.
For this reason, routing must be done dynamically, and the routing protocol must be efficient and simple,
increasing the autonomy of the UAVs and reducing the delay in data delivery between the drones.
UAVs are responsible for overflying the environment. They have sensors to collect information and can
establish communication with each other more easily by finding fewer obstacles in their line of sight,
reducing the number of UAVs needed to cover a certain area. However, weather conditions can impair
communication due to wind, rain, and other factors.
FANETs have a high computational power. Thus, they have a greater capacity for transmitting information
since in many cases they are responsible for transmitting information in real time (with videos from the
monitored environment). Thus far, there are no specific routing protocols for FANETs. Traditional
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Figure 1. Flying ad hoc network scenario for city security monitoring.

protocols (AODV, OLSR, etc.) used in ad hoc networks are also used in this context [Figure 2].
Therefore, the location of devices within a coverage area directly impacts the performance of the network,
which may improve or deteriorate according to their mobility. Thus, one of the main challenges to be solved
in this type of network is the handover management after motion of UAVs.
Communication between UAVs depends a lot on their location since all information collected from the
environment is concentrated in a relay node (which is responsible for relaying the data to a control center).
Therefore, its positioning with respect to the other nodes is a strategic point to maintain a good
performance of the network; it is not ideal that a UAV relay has excellent communication with some UAVs
but poor communication with others in the network (see Figure 3).
Due to the high rate of mobility of UAVs in a FANET, updating the location of all nodes in the network is a
critical factor. Network devices need to know the location of the other elements in real time; thus, in
addition to the use of GPS (which on average sends the location once per second), UAVs have an inertial
measurement unit, capable of sending its location in an interval smaller than the GPS at any time.

3. CHALLENGES AND PERSPECTIVES
The technology used in UAVs has great advantages for current generation telecommunications networks
and provides a great framework of improvements, challenges, and promises for the next generations of
wireless communications, especially in areas with difficult access or in regions lacking physical
infrastructure, providing a structure and ensuring connectivity where terrestrial devices may fail. Many
smart solutions are proposed in the literature, involving the context of using drones and UAVs. Some of
these solutions promise implementations to adequately serve numerous services in addition to Internet data
network communications and distribution, e.g., surveillance services, military systems, intelligent traffic
control and distribution, and other important points including in the concept of smart cities.
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Figure 2. Flying ad hoc network routing protocol.

Figure 3. Unmanned aerial vehicle relay communication.

Although these systems have many advantages and benefits, they also present numerous challenges and
perspectives, often due to inadequate or obsolete implementations, without updates or improvements.
3.1. Challenges

Communication networks through UAVs in the context of data communication and distribution present
numerous challenges:
(1) Communication and transmission protocols are limited, due to the protocols currently used in
communication networks and the Internet being obsolete for this new type of network and the way data are
transmitted, with new characteristics.
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(2) There is an increased probability of errors and loss of information and data due to interference and
signal strength problems, impairing communication, data packet delivery, and network system reliability.
(3) There are mobility management challenges, due to the high mobility of these devices, constant change of
topology, and challenging coverage management and control processes. A sub-problem in this case is
related to the increase in altitude, which can generate other challenges.
(4) The reliability of communication and handovers between devices and equipment, also due to the high
mobility of UAVs, is lower, which can increase the delay, impair wireless communication, make it more
difficult to maintain communication links with higher quality, and bring new problems in the heterogeneity
of this type of networks, especially in the context of technologies linked to 4G and 5G. UAVs experience
dynamic channel swings and sudden changes due to high mobility and have constant problems with
handover and ping-pong effects.
(5) Challenges regarding the battery capacity of the devices, their replacement, the transformation of the
network and communications topology, and the computational and communications cost because of these
constant changes, among others, also exist[8].
3.2. Perspectives

However, in another direction, communications through UAVs also have numerous proposals and
possibilities for the future, as is constantly observed in current academic works, providing new possibilities
for multi-hop scenarios, which allow communication services for fixed and mobile devices and the creation
of new scenarios and dynamic ranges, quickly and reliably.
Among the possibilities that go beyond a communication system, we can highlight: (1) the use of UAVs for
people with special needs, providing visual information, among others, for those who need it; (2) delivery
services, constantly speeding up the competitive system of delivery of letters and products or assisting in
this type of need; (3) environmental monitoring systems, with sensors for agriculture, water resources,
temperature, and other monitoring systems, providing intelligent and dynamic decision-making; (4)
offering an important resource in military scenarios or places without infrastructure, including serving as a
base in scenarios of DTNs (delay tolerant networks); and (5) intelligent transport systems, helping to
monitor and control traffic, accidents, and other unexpected scenarios using UAVs. Other benefits include
inspection of electrical systems, use in telepresence and telemedicine, assistance in disaster and accident
scenarios, smart cities, etc.
Thus, it can be said that the use of UAVs in wireless networks is contributing and taking network
communications to a new level, integrating existing 4G and 5G networks with mobile device systems that
dynamically and constantly recreate new scenarios, providing topologies, greater ranges and transmission
rates, airbase station services, supporting terrestrial communications networks, helping in communication
between devices and IoT environments in healthcare systems, transport with the accident detection,
communication between vehicles, and energy management[9].

4. RELATED WORK
This section describes related published work on handover decision techniques on UAV networks. These
are mainly about strategies to ensure an efficient handover to maintain service continuity and acceptable
performance in delivering content to users.
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Hu et al.[10] proposed an intelligent handover control method for UAVs in cellular networks. They
introduced a deep learning model to predict the user’s trajectory to provide mobility management. The
handover decision is conceived by calculating the received signal power based on the predicted location and
the characteristics of the air-ground channel, for accurate decision making. The simulation results
demonstrate that the proposal’s handover success rate was 8% higher than the traditional handover method.
Lee et al.[11] emphasized that the traditional handover decision is not suitable for drones that move and
communicate in 3D space. The drone’s characteristics are considered as input parameters, namely the speed
limit and coverage area, which are used as input in a fuzzy system for decision making on the handover.
Thus, the calculation of the number of handover decisions showed that considering the parameters related
to the terminal (drone) and the parameters related to the network has a positive effect on the handover
decision.
Madelkhanova et al.[12] developed a new algorithm based on Q-learning to manage the handover between
airbase stations and static BSs, to maximize the total capacity of the UEs served by the air BSs. The Qlearning agent states are described in terms of the load of the ground bases and the reward function is
defined in terms of the capacity of the UEs served by the air BSs. The results show an increase in the
capacity of the UEs by up to 18% and 20% in the level of satisfaction with the solution. They also
demonstrated that the Q-learning process converges quickly and only dozens of handovers are needed to
achieve a significant gain.
Park et al.[13] presented an efficient handover mechanism for aerial networks in three-dimensional space,
which differs considerably from conventional two-dimensional schemes. The proposed scheme adjusts the
height of a drone and the distance between drones. For this purpose, the probability of successful handover
without interruption and the false probability of starting the handover were considered to evaluate the ideal
coverage decision algorithm. The proposed method was the first attempt to offer a handover scheme for
drones in three-dimensional space.
Bai et al.[14] pointed out that the support of drones in cellular networks has allowed a wide range of new
applications for next-generation wireless systems. However, they discussed that these networks were
traditionally designed to serve terrestrial users, which contributes to the emergence of challenges to support
wireless communication by drones. As these devices experience increased interference and channel
fluctuation, they must perform handover more frequently and are more susceptible to failure rate and pingpong during movement.
Faced with these challenges, the authors proposed an improved mobility management algorithm for drones,
exploring pre-configured flight path information and their air channel properties. That is the proposal of a
route-aware handover decision algorithm to minimize the failure and reduce the number of unnecessary
handovers. The simulation results also demonstrate that the algorithm can reduce the ping-pong effect in
certain cases.
Dong et al.[15] proposed a scheme that dynamically adjusts the HO trigger parameters (handover) to reduce
the number of unnecessary transfers. The scheme specifically considers the UAV sailing at a certain altitude
and taking off. Experiments showed that the presented solution can significantly reduce the number of
unnecessary HOs and improve network performance. They also showed that the channel quality between
the UAV and the BS is very different from that on the ground, and therefore selecting the most appropriate
target BS is also important.
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Goudarzi et al.[16] stated that the main challenges of communications assisted by UAVs today are to have
adequate accessibility in wireless networks through mobile devices with an acceptable quality of service
based on user preferences. To this end, they presented a new method based on game theory to select the
best UAV during the HO process and optimize the transfer between UAVs, decreasing end-to-end delay,
transfer latency, and signaling overhead. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach
in terms of handover numbers, cost, and delay.
Azari et al.[17] recommended a machine learning-based approach for the HO mechanism and resource
management for cellular-connected drones. They offered a machine learning-based solution that captures
the correlations in temporal and spatial levels to help make HO decisions. Peng et al.[18] proposed a solution
based on machine learning for predicting node mobility. They used the classification of movements to
different classes based on predicting the nodes near a future location.
In the work of Angjo et al.[5], the handover decision is optimized gradually using Q-learning to provide
efficient mobility and ping-pong support. The proposed scheme reduces the total number of handovers.
Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can effectively minimize the handover cost in a
learning environment.
To avoid the ping-pong handover, Shakhatreh et al.[19] proposed a weighted fuzzy self-optimization (WFSO)
approach for the optimization of the handover control parameters. The HO decision relies on three
considered attributes: signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio, the traffic load of serving and target base
station, and user equipment’s velocity. The results indicate that the proposed WFSO approach significantly
lowers the rates of HOPP, radio link failure, and HOF in comparison with the other algorithms found in the
literature.
In this way, several studies have been conducted to address various types of HO issues, mainly in support of
mobility management to reduce handover failures as well as to reduce the ping-pong effect. The ping-pong
effect is the frequent connections and disconnections with the BS as the served device changes locations.
However, few proposals support energy efficiency. Battery capacity is one of the main limitations, becoming
a critical factor for the continuity of the application. Therefore, effective power management is required for
devices that operate on battery power. Some solutions such as wireless charging, solar charging technology,
and even artificial intelligence techniques[9] are indicated for effective energy management that provides
longer missions.
Finally, Singh et al.[20] proposed reinforcement learning (RL) based on an energy‐aware ABS deployment
algorithm. Dynamic movements of ABSs are managed by defining the user mobility pattern. However, this
study does not support the quality of experience.
In this way, another critical factor would be the quality of user experience because it can measure the degree
of quality of service through the user’s perception. It is noteworthy that expectations about the satisfaction
of different services and applications vary among different users. This means that QoE is an important
attribute to be considered in the handover decision-making process.
Furthermore, research work carried out in recent years has focused on the field of artificial intelligence.
Approaches based on machine learning and deep learning can ensure improvements in handover decision
making and save computational costs[8]. On the other hand, handover decisions consider several parameters
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instantly, which advantages a fuzzy approach[8,11].
Based on the survey of related literature (see Table 1), it is noted that the applicability of traditional
handover schemes, as well as new propositions that support energy consumption and QoE, are still poorly
investigated.
Thus, this paper proposes a fuzzy system strategy for handover decision, that is, combining support for
mobility level, battery, displacement direction, throughput, and received signal strength indication (RSSI),
proving that a fuzzy system is a promising technique for contributing to UAV networks.

5. FANET FUZZY SYSTEM EVALUATION
UAVs comprise a significant part of future wireless communication networks, acting as a mobile base
station. While these devices provide several solutions related to mobile communication networks, UAVs
also have numerous challenges, especially when it comes to handover management. Unlike terrestrial
networks, drones are mobile devices that move in a 3D environment, which further complicates mobility
issues.
Handover is one of the essential processes in wireless communication networks that guarantee continuous
connection and quality of service while users are mobile. The criterion for the conventional handover
decision is based primarily on the RSSI to indicate whether the device will remain attached to the current
point of access or not. In the context of FANETs, this single premise for network selection can result in
failures or even interruptions in service, since the UE can connect to a UAV with a low battery level, which
is one of the most critical factors in these devices.
Similarly, high user mobility can compromise the quality of experience, due to the excessive number of
handovers and the “ping-pong” effect that can direct the UE to a saturated network that offers low
bandwidth.
Given this context, this work contributes with a study case that consists of presenting a system based on
fuzzy logic as it is widely used in dynamic scenarios, as in the case of networks composed of UAVs, to assist
in the decision making of handover in a FANET. The fuzzy system considers three input parameters: user
speed, RSSI, and drones battery level. These inputs are processed by the inference system for the defuzzifier
to evaluate and generate the decision-making outputs.
In fuzzy systems, the results are classified into a range from 0 to 1. A value of 0 denotes an absolute
exclusion, while a value of 1 denotes a complete correlation. The gap between the two extremes results in
intermediate degrees of relevance. Elements can also belong to two or more defined sets, observing the
values of the membership functions for each element.
One or more linguistic variables can be associated with the set of Fuzzy values, which represent the universe
of the possibility of the expected results. In this work, the terms used to classify the outputs with the
possibility of triggering the handover are: no, probably no, probably yes, and yes. The handover process is
executed when the inference value is equal to or greater than 0.6.
The system considers three input parameters that are processed by the inference system so that the
defuzzifier can evaluate and generate the decision-making outputs. The first is related to the user’s level of
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Table 1. Related works

Paper Proposed solution

Ping-pong handover Energy efficiency Mobility management QoE
reduction
support
support
support

[10]

Deep learning

No

No

Yes

No

[11]

Fuzzy

No

No

Yes

No

[12]

Q-learning algorithm

No

No

Yes

No

[13]

Coverage decision algorithm which controls
the coverage of each net-drone

No

No

Yes

No

[14]

Route-aware handover algorithm

Yes

No

Yes

No

[15]

Dynamic parameters to handover decision

No

No

Yes

No

[16]

Cooperative game theory

Yes

No

Yes

No

[17]

Machine learning-based solution

No

No

Yes

No

[18]

Machine learning-based solution

No

No

Yes

No

[5]

Q-learning based

Yes

No

Yes

No

[19]

Fuzzy system

Yes

No

Yes

No

[20]

Reinforcement learning

No

Yes

Yes

No

QoE: Quality of experience.

mobility and indicates how long a mobile device remains in the coverage area of a station. The faster the
device travels, the less time it will be connected to that access point. This first input is divided into three sets
of linguistic values: slow (range 0-1.5 m/s), moderate (1.3-3 m/s), and fast (2.5-4 m/s).
The second input refers to the received signal level, represented by RSSI. This is a factor used to assess how
likely the device is to disconnect from the access point if the signal strength is weak. In this metric, signal
levels are defined for language sets as follows: weak (-120 to -100 dBi), moderate (-115 to -65 dBi), and
strong (> -72 dBi).
The last input metric considers the drone’s flight range, which is linked to how long the devices can remain
in operation. This is an important criterion because, given the knowledge of the remaining time each UAV
can still operate, unnecessary transfers are avoided for those drones that are in the unloading phase and will
not be able to continue the service. For this parameter, the defined sets are: low (0-10 min), medium
(8-20 min), and high (18-30 min) battery levels.
Given the inputs, the fuzzy inference system will determine the outputs according to the set of 27 rules
previously established from the combination of the three parameters. In this work, the Gaussian
membership function is applied to all inputs and outputs. This function is chosen because of its
characteristic of reducing the noise of input variables and its ability to represent real-world phenomena
more naturally.
The output of the fuzzy system indicates the probability of the mobile device starting the handover process.
In general, if a user has high mobility and high levels of RSSI, the transfer process to another network will
not occur. The system indicates a trend of execution of the handover, as its inference value is equal to 0.6.
In the 3D surface graphics in Figure 4, it is possible to visualize the relationship between the chosen
parameters. The region in blue corresponds to a user with high mobility and excellent signal strength. In
this context, the handover process will not trigger. The yellow region indicates the opposite, the user with
low speed and receiving a bad signal; in this case, the handover is executed.
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Figure 4. Inference fuzzy system.

The fuzzy system was implemented using the Matlab Fuzzy logic toolbox, where its inputs were defined
and, after going through the defuzzification process, produced the numerical outputs that indicated the
tendency to carry out the handover or not. To evaluate the performance of the network, according to the
outputs that were indicated by the fuzzy system as being ideal for the handover decision, the technique used
was to implement the scenarios in the simulation environment of the Network Simulator 2 (NS2) tool. The
UAVs were placed at the same height of 100 m, in an area of 1000 m × 1000 m, as shown in Figure 5. In the
simulation, a WI-FI network is considered where the UAVs serve as access points to promote the
connection of users within a given environment, according to the displacement of the UEs. The main
parameters used in simulation are summarized in Table 2.
To better understand the results, the evaluation considered the network throughput metric to verify the
behavior of the proposal through the solution that was based on fuzzy logic for handover decision making.
In a first scenario, CBR-type applications were received by mobile users through the WI-FI interface
enabled by UAVs that are operating as a network access point. The scenario was simulated by comparing
the traditional handover process, which prioritizes RSSI as a transfer trigger, and handover from the
proposed fuzzy architecture.
It was considered a high mobility environment within the UAVs’ coverage area. In this context, it can be
seen from the graph in Figure 6 that, by the traditional handover method, the UEs were subject to the pingpong handover effect and suffered a lot of instability in the connection. This behavior is perceived by the
fact that the conventional handover model does not consider parameters that are characteristic of FANETs,
especially regarding the UAV battery.
It is noticed that, between Seconds 90 and 120 of the simulation, there was an interruption in the service,
caused by the unloading of the UAV. Even though the UE is reconnected from Second 120, right after the
device suffers another disconnection because, even with good signal strength, the UAV was in full
unloading phase. Differently, the handover proposed using the fuzzy system parameters that meet the
characteristic requirements of UAVs, such as battery time, proved to be efficient when selecting a new
network.
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Table 2. Simulation parameters

Parameter

Value

UAV

12

Access technology

IEEE 802.11 g

Propagation model

Shadowing

Pathloss

2 (dB)

Shadowing deviation

4 (dB)

Mobility model

Random waypoint

Application

CBR/Video

Rate

54 Mbps

Simulation time

130 s

UAV: Unmanned aerial vehicle.

Figure 5. Flying ad hoc network scenario simulation.

Figure 6. Throughput of Network I.
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From the criteria established in the architecture, it is noted that at around Second 19 of simulation the
handover is performed, causing the average flow rate to reach twice the value of the previous connection
and remain stable until the end of the simulation. This better performance is possible due to the
management made by the proposal of handover with the fuzzy system, which prevents the UE from
selecting a new access point where the UAV is about to discharge, even if it presents good signal strength.
In the second scenario illustrated in Figure 7, the network was subjected to a greater demand for data due to
the increase in the number of users overloading the network. It is possible to see that, without the proposed
solution, the network presented an even worse performance than in the previous scenario, where the flow
rate drops drastically when using the traditional handover model.
The running application is also CBR type, and, by the traditional model, the transfer was made to the
nearest network, even though there was no interruption in the connection. The new network was more
overloaded and ended up causing the throughput to be below 0.1 Mbps. Conversely, the proposed method
performed the handover only when necessary and maintained a stable connection when selecting a better
network.
As in the first scenario, the handover with intelligent management of parameters by the fuzzy system was
more efficient as it managed to maintain a constant connection, in addition to identifying the best access
point and promoting a better flow rate to the UE from Second 90 of the simulation.
The study also analyzed the effects of the traditional process of handover and the one proposed by fuzzy
inference, through simulations involving video application. To evaluate the quality of the media received,
the QoE results in the same previous scenarios were compared. The video used in the simulation has a
resolution of 176 × 144, 1000 frames, and decoding in YUV 4:2:0 format, which stands for the color
difference encoding system whether composite or component.
In this way, the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), structural similarity metric (SSIM), and video quality
metric (VQM) metrics were considered, being these objective metrics that complement each other, to assess
the impacts of signal degradation in the original video with the reference when the traditional handover was
performed, as well as the proposed one. At the end of the transmission, the values of the metrics in question
were calculated and displayed frame by frame.
PSNR has a range of values between 0 and 100 dB. For values above 30 dB, it is understood that the video
has good quality. On the other hand, videos that are below the 20 dB range are considered of poor quality.
For the network in the first scenario, Figure 8 shows the PSNR values for each frame of the video.
Comparison with the original file shows that the PSNR of the video received had an average of 21.3 dB in
the traditional handover, classifying it as a low-quality video. Differently, the PSNR for the video with the
Fuzzy criteria obtained an average of 42.41 dB, characterizing it as being of excellent quality.
The range of SSIM values is between 0 and 1, where 1 represents the exact correlation with the original
image. Figure 9 shows the SSIM values of frames in the traditional handover obtaining an average of 0.59.
For the proposed handover, the result obtained was 0.98, being very close to 1, which is the accepted value
for a perfect correlation of images. In this sense, it could be seen that the reference video had low distortion
for this parameter.
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Figure 7. Throughput of Network II.

Figure 8. Peak signal-to-noise ratio traditional (A) and fuzzy handover (B).

The evaluation of the video quality of VQM is illustrated in Figure 10. For this metric, 0 characterizes the
best possible value. The result obtained after the evaluation shows that the average was equal to 6.01 for the
handover without the fuzzy system. The proposal achieved an average VQM of 0.50, which indicates that
the video did not suffer considerable degradation in this sense, being close to the ideal value of 0.
The superiority in the quality of the transmitted video that considers the HO by the fuzzy system can also be
seen visually, making a frame-by-frame comparison between the original and received video in the two
methods covered in the work. In Figure 11, Frame 305 presents degradations and distortions in the pixels of
the video transmitted over the network without supporting the efficient handover scheme. However, the
same frames remained undistorted in the video that was broadcast considering the fuzzy proposal.
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Figure 9. Structural similarity metric traditional (A) and fuzzy handover (B).

Figure 10. Video quality metric traditional (A) and fuzzy handover (B).

Figure 11. Frames comparison without fuzzy (A) and with the fuzzy proposal (B).

From the simulations and evaluative analysis on the performance of both the conventional handover model
and the proposed one, it is possible to see the traditional model does not satisfy the peculiarities of these
networks and their components, causing the low quality of service, compromising the quality of experience
of the user, and not guaranteeing a transparent handover, which impacts the continuity of the service.
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By the proposed architecture, the handover process proved to be effective to mitigate handover issues in
FANETs, since it achieved superior results in both QoS and QoE parameters, proving itself as a viable
proposal.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In the context of fifth-generation networks, new connectivity alternatives emerge, such as the use of UAVs
as an access point, mainly for locations with difficult access or without available network infrastructure.
To set up fast and temporary networks, FANETs are used in different scenarios to provide 5G access to
users, but, due to the mobility of UAVs and the users themselves, the network topology is constantly
modified. The constant topology changes in FANET due to mobility can disrupt the user’s connection.
Thus, this paper proposes a FANET as an alternative way of connecting to 5G networks, in which drones
work as access points for users. The paper also proposes the use of a fuzzy system for UAV mobility
management for anticipating handovers to avoid network connection breaks.
The results prove a better performance when compared to a traditional FANET (without the use of the
fuzzy system). The results were proven through the throughput metric and QoE metrics (for video
transmissions), as well as the shown frames of transmitted videos. As future work, we intend to use other
artificial intelligence techniques, as well as other wireless transmission technologies.
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